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91 (1994) 209-218. 
We define the Ext-Milnor-Moore spectral sequence and prove that, over any field 06, a differential 
graded algebra, with a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, is Gorenstein, and it has finite-dimensional 
cohomology if and only if it has non-zero evaluation map. 
Introduction 
Recall ([6] or [9]) that given an augmented differential graded algebra (DGA) 
A over a field H, the evaluation map of A, evA, is a natural vector map, 
ExtA( K, A) + H*(A) which assigns to each element CI E ExtA( K, A) represented by 
a cycle f: P+ A (P resolution of W) the class [f(p)] E H*(A) with p a cycle 
representing 1. The evaluation map of a pointed topological space X is, by definition, 
the evaluation map of any DGA equivalent to C*(X; W). A DGA is Gorenstein if 
ExtA( K, A) is a one-dimensional K-vector space. 
On the other hand, Given a minimal model (/i V, d ) -%A of a l-connected 
commutative DGA A of finite type, over an arbitrary field K, char(W) # 2, we can 
consider its homotopy Lie algebra E = (s V)” which we shall call a Lie algebra for 
A (see Section 1 for definitions). In this context, our first goal is the introduction of the 
“Ext-version” of the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence which has the form 
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We shall use this to prove the main result of this paper, a generalization of 
[6, Proposition 3.41 and [9, Theorem 3.21 to an arbitrary field K, char(K) # 2. 
Namely, the following theorem: 
Theorem A. Let A be a l-connected commutative DGA with a finite-dimensional Lie 
algebra. Then: 
(i) A is Gorenstein. 
(ii) A hasjnite-dimensional cohomology ifand only if it has non-zero evaluation map. 
In particular, given a differential graded Lie algebra (DGL) (L, a), (L = L, 1) we 
can consider the l-connected (DGA) C*(L, a) of the Cartan-Chevalley-Eilenberg 
cochain complex associated to (L, 8) (see Section 1). Then Theorem A implies the 
following: 
Corollary. Given a 1-connectedjnite-dimensional DGL (L, a), C*(L, a) is Gorenstein, 
and it has jinite-dimensional cohomology if and only if evcecLj # 0. 
Remarks. (i) The topological interest of this result resides in the fact that in some 
cases Cl], given a l-connected topological space X of finite type, it is possible to find 
a DGL L and a natural DGA equivalence of the form 
UL5 C*(BX; W), 
where UL denotes the Hopf universal enveloping algebra of L. Then, following 
Anick’s process [l] or [S], C*(L) is a DGA equivalent to C*( X; K). Hence, Theorem 
A(ii) in this context asserts that if L is finite-dimensional, then X is Gorenstein and it 
has finite-dimensional cohomology if and only ev, # 0. We must say though, that in 
most known examples, L happens to be a free Lie algebra and therefore far from being 
finite-dimensional. However, note that this does not constitute an obstruction for this 
topological implication, since DGAs of the form C*(L) with dim(L) = co may have 
finite-dimensional homotopy Lie algebras. 
(ii) As we said, if 06 = Q, Theorem A is already proved ((i) in [6, 3.41 and (ii) in 
[9, 3.21). Its topological translation reads: If X is a l-connected topological space with 
finite-dimensional rational homotopy (dim n*(X) @ Q < co), then, X is Gorenstein 
and dim H*( X; Q) < co if and only if ev, # 0. 
In the first section of this paper we shall recall some definitions and previous results. 
The second one is devoted to the introduction of the “Ext-Milnor-Moore spectral 
sequence”. Finally, in Section 3 we establish Theorem A. 
1. Some requisites 
We shall work over a field K with char(W) # 2. The degree of a homogeneous 
element a of a graded object will be denoted by 1 al. 
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The functor Ext of differential homological algebra is defined as in [3] or [6] and it 
is based on the concept of semifree module. A differential graded module DGM 
M over a DGA A is semifree if there is a filtration of M by submodules 
F1 c F, c ... such that Fi+ 1 lFi is free on a basis of cycles. A semifree resolution of an 
A-module M is a morphism inducing a homology isomorphism (henceforth quism), 
P-% M, with P semifree. In this context define ExtA( M, N) = H(Hom,(P, N)) with 
Pz M semifree resolution. 
Example 1.1. Consider a DGA of the form (A V, d), where Vis a l-connected graded 
vector space, V = I’“’ and n Vdenotes the free commutative algebra generated by I’. 
Then [S, Section 21 asserts the existence of an acyclic DGA (with cohomology 
H*=HO= K)oftheform 
in which f (sV) is the divided power algebra of the suspension of V and D is 
a r-derivation, i.e., Dyp(su) = D(so)ypp ‘(su), p 2 1, SD E (sV)~“~“, which restricts to d in 
n I’. Such a DGA is called an acyclic closure of (A V, d ). Then (A V 0 T(sV), D) is 
(A V, d )-semifree and therefore the projection (A V @ T(s V), D) * H is a semifree 
resolution of K as (A I’, d )-modules. 
Remark 1.2. Note that if, in Example 1.1, the vector space V has a well ordered basis 
{%),,I such that do, E A{IJ,}~<~, then, as in the well-known “rational case”, one can 
build by induction on I an acyclic closure of (A V, d ), (A V @ T(sV), D), satisfying 
Dsva=v,+@, @EAV<.@T(SV<.), cr~1. (1) 
Given an augmented DGA A, the evaluation map of A ([6] or [9]), evA, is a natural 
vector map 
evA: ExtA( 06, A) + H(A) 
defined as follow: if tl = If1 is an element in ExtA( H, A) represented byf: P + A, with 
Pz ll6 semifree resolution, then eva(a) = [f(p)] where p is a cycle in P representing 
1 E K. 
Given a l-connected commutative DGA A whose cohomology has finite type, there 
exist a quism (i.e., a morphism inducing cohomology isomorphism) of the form [S, 
Section 71 q:(,4V,d)z A, in which V = Vzz has finite type, and d is decompos- 
able, d( V) c A” V. Such a quism (or just (A V, d )) is a minimal model of A. Recall 
that, since d is decomposable, the vector space E = (sV)” admits a structure of graded 
Lie algebra given by 
([a, b], sv) = (- l)‘“‘(sa.sb, d2u), 
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where d2 denotes the quadratic part of d, i.e., d2( V) c A’V. By definition, E is a Lie 
algebra for A. 
From now on, unless explicitly stated otherwise, the underlying graded vector space 
V of a DGA of the form (A V, d ) is considered to be l-connected ( I’ = P’> ‘) and with 
a well ordered basis {u,),~~ as in Remark 1.2. Note that if d is decomposable in 
(A V, d), V = V>‘, then V admits such a well ordered basis. 
By a differential graded Lie algebra (DGL), we mean a differential graded vector 
space (L, a), with L = L, 1, satisfying 
(i) 
(ii) 
[a, b] + (- l)I’l.lbl[b, a] = 0, a, b E L, 
(- l)lal’Icl [a, [b, c]] + (- l)lbl~tat [b, [c, a]] + (- l)lcl’lbl [c [a b]] = 0, > , 
a, b, c E L. 
(iii) d [a, b] = [ aa, b] + (- 1)‘“’ [a, ab]. 
Note that if char(K) = 3 we have to add the condition [[a, a], a] = 0, Ial odd. 
The universal enveloping algebra UL of a DGL L is the Hopf algebra obtained 
from the tensor algebra T(L) dividing by the ideal generated by the elements 
{a@b - (- I)l”l~l I b b @ a - [a, b] 1 a, b E L}. 
Given a DGL L, the Cartan-Chevalley-Eilenberg cochain complex for L, C*(L), is 
the differential graded algebra (DGA) (A(sL)“, d), where A(sL)” denotes the free 
commutative graded algebra generated by the dual of the suspension of L, and 
d = d, + dZ, with d, and d2 arising respectively from the original differential a in L, 
and from the Lie bracket. Explicitly, 
(dlu, sa) = (- 1)‘“’ (u, sda) 
c&u, sa.sb) = (- l)lb+‘l (u:s[a, b]), 
v E (sL)“, a E L, 
ok”, a,bEL. 
To finish this section we shall state two technical results. The first one is a well- 
known fact that we present briefly here for the sake of clearness. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (A V @ T(s V), D) be an acyclic closure of( A V, d ) and (A V @ A W, D) 
a DGA extending (AV, d) in which W is l-connected and with a well ordered basis 
CW,I& satisfying dw, E AV @ A W,,. Then, the projection, 
p:(AV@ nwg T(sV), D) a(AW, D), 
over the ideal generated by (AV @ T(sV))+, is a quism. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that (AV 0 T(sV) 0 A WSa, D) A(AW,,, 0) is _ 
a quism. By induction on I, since AW,, = AW,, @ Aw?, filter (AV 0 T(sV) @ 
AW,,, D) and (AW,,, 0) respectively by AV@T(SV)@AW,.OA’~W, and 
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A W,, @ Abpw,. Then p respects the filtration and the induced morphism at the 
E2 level of the spectral sequences has the form 
H*(AvQ T(sV) Q AW,,) Q (Aw,, O)-=+ ff*(Aw<,) 0 (Aw,, 01, 
which is an isomorphism by induction hypothesis. Hence, by comparison, p is 
a quism. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Let (Au Q A W, d) be an extension of (Au, 0) in which v has odd degree and 
let W be as in Lemma 1.3. Then there exist an acyclic closure 
(Au 0 A w Q T(sv) Q T(s W), D), (2) 
with D(sW) c Au@ AW@T(sW). 
Proof. Observe that given @ E A W, d( @) = d@ + v&P, with d the induced differential 
in A W and 13 a derivation in (A W, d) of degree 1 - 1 v I. 
We use induction. Suppose that (Au @ AW,, @ T(sv) 0 T(s WC,), D) is an acyclic 
closure as in (1) which also satisfies (2). Again, we can write D = D + vg with 
D the induced differential in AW,, @ T(s WC,) and 0 a r-derivation in 
(A W,, @ T(s WC,), 0). Next dw, = Da, 52 E Au 0 A W,, 0 T(sv) 0 T(s WC,). Write 
52 = i pivi(SV) + V t CCjyj(SU), xj, Pi E AW<m 0 r(sW<a). 
i=O j=O 
A short computation shows that DSZ = Dpo + o(pl - Da,). Therefore, fll is a D-cycle 
so there exists Y E AW,, @ T(s W,,) such that OY = PI. Hence dw, = DQ = 
D(po + v( Y - ao)). Finally define D(sw,) = w, - (PO + v( Y - CI~)) and the lemma 
follows. 0 
2. A spectral sequence 
Let (A V 0 T(s V), D) be an acyclic closure of (A V, d); then D can be expressed as 
D = Ci22 Di, with Di increasing the “A-wordlength” by (i - l), that is to say 
Proceeding by induction on a “good basis” as in Remark 1.2, one can easily prove the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. There exists an acyclic closure (AV@ T(sV), D) of(AV, d), such that the 
DGA (AV @ T(sV), D2) is an acyclic closure of(AV, d2). q 
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Fix then such an acyclic closure, and consider the differential graded vector space 
B = Hom,V(/lV@ T(sV), AV), 
(df) (@) = W(Q)) + (- W’+‘f(W, 
whose homology is, via Example 1.1, Ext Cnv,dj (K, (il V, d)). Next, filter B by 
FP = {f~ Blf(T(sV)) c AzpV}. 
This is a decreasing filtration, FPfl c FP, and F” = B. Now, since D increases the 
/l-wordlength by, at least, one, the differential in B respects the filtration. Moreover, 
(df) (I-(SF’)) c Azptl V, HEFT. 
Therefore, in the resulting spectral sequence (Ei, di), that we call the Ext-Mil- 
nor-Moore spectral sequence, we have do = 0 and (E,, d,) = (B, d,) with 
G&f) (@I = &UT@)) + (- l)‘S’+‘fVb(@)). 
Hence, we are in the situation 
(3) 
As an immediate consequence we obtain the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2. depth(n V, d,) I depth(A V, d ). 0 
Note. Recall that given a DGA A, depth (A) = inf{n I Extl(K, A) # 0). 
3. Proof of Theorem A 
As we noted in the Introduction, Theorem A(i) is a generalization of [6,3.4] which 
will be established once we prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.1. Any DGA of the form (A V, d) with d decomposable and V jnite- 
dimensional, is Gorenstein. 
Proof. Since the homotopy Lie algebra of (AV, d), E, is finite-dimensional, UE is an 
elliptic Hopf algebra (a finitely generated nilpotent Hopf algebra) [S, 1.31, and there- 
fore [S, 3.11 it is Gorenstein. Note that in this particular case, this also follows by 
a standard induction argument on the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. On the 
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other hand, by [6,2.1], 
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Exfm(K, UE) E Ext,(,,)v (W, B( UE)“), 
and therefore, B( UE)“, the dual of the Bar construction of UE, is Gorenstein. 
Next, since there is an equivalence B( UE)” zC*(E) ([4] or [S]), C*(E) is also 
Gorenstein. Finally, observe that C*(E) is precisely (A V, d2) with d2 the quadratic 
part of d, and therefore, in view of the Ext-Milnor-Moore spectral sequence ((3) of 
Section 2), (A V, d) is Gorenstein. 0 
Theorem A(ii) is equivalent to the following proposition, a simple generalization of 
[9, 3.21 to a field of arbitrary characteristic. 
Proposition 3.2. Let (AV, d) be decomposable and Vjinite-dimensional. Then, evny # 0 
ly and only if H * (A V, d ) is jinite-dimensional. 
The argument we shall use to prove this proposition is the same as in [9, 3.21, but to 
do so we need Proposition 3.1 and the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. (i) Let (A V@ Aw, d) be an extension of the DGA (AV, d) in which w has 
odd degree. Then, ev(,,,,, # 0 implies evcny B n w, dj # 0. 
(ii) Let (AV@ A{a, w}, d) b e an extension of (AV, d) in which a is an even cycle 
and dw = a” + I+!J, n 2 0 and $ E AV@ A{u, w}. Then, ev,,,,,, # 0 implies 
evWn{a, w1.d) +  O. 
(iii) Let (Aw @ AV, d) be a DGA in which V is jinite-dimensional. Then 
ev,, B nv # 0 implies evnv # 0. 
Proof. Let f: (A V 0 T(sV), D) + A V be a AV-morphism representing a non-zero 
element in Ext,#, AV) with (/iv@ T(sV), D) an acyclic closure of (AV, d). 
(i) Since dw is a cycle in (A V, d ), there exists Q E A V @ T(s V) such that dw = DQ 
Hence, (AV 0 Aw @ T(sV) 0 T(sw), D), Dsw = 52 - w, is an acyclic closure of 
(A V 0 Aw, d ). Next consider the commutative diagram 
AV@T(sV)@Aw = ,Aw 
@ 
I T 
rp 
/IV@ T(sV) @ Aw @ T(sw) 5 Aw 0 T(sw) 
in which the arrows are quisms by Lemma 1.3; cp :Aw @ T(sw) + Aw is the (Aw, O)- 
morphism given by ~(1) = w, cp(T+(sw)) = 0; and q is the AV @ T(sV) 0 Aw-mor- 
phism with $(l) = 52 - w, 4(r + (SW)) = 0. Consider the AV @I Aw-morphism 
h=(f@l)o@:(AV@l-(sV)@Aw@r(sw),D)+(AV@Aw), 
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explicitly given by 
h(G) = (- l)‘“‘(f(@fi) -f(@)W), 
h(@yP(sw)) = 0, @E /IV@ T(sV), p 2 1. 
Now it is a straightforward computation to show that h represents a non-trivial 
element in Ext nv~Aw([fd, AI’@ Aw). Therefore, evAVmAwChl = [f(Q) -f(l)wl 
which is different from zero since [f(l)] = evnv[f] is. 
(ii) Write dw = a”+ a”-’ Yy,_, + ... + aYi + YO, with Yi, i= 0, . . . ,II - 1, 
cocycles in (AI’, d). Hence Yi = OUli, Uli E /tV@ T(sV). Therefore, the DGA 
D(X) = a, D(sw) = w - (a”-‘.su + a”-’ Yn_i + ... + u!Fi + !FO), is an acyclic 
closure of (A V @ n {a, w}, d). Next consider the (Au, 0)-morphism. 
g:(Au @ I-(su), D)+ (Au, O), D(su) = a, g(1) = 0, g(su) = 1, (4) 
which represents a basis element of Ext”.(W, na) (Proposition 3.1). Hence, 
represents a non-zero element of ExtnyBnU (K, AI’@ Au). As in (i) consider the 
commutative diagram 
nv~r(sV)@Au@r(su)@Aw = ,flW 
@ 
T T 
‘p 
/IV@ T(sV) @ Au 0 r(su) @ nw @ r(SW) -5 nw 0 T(sw) 
anddefineh:(/i(VO(u,w))~~(sVO(su,sw),D)-r(~(V~(u,w)),d),h=(f~gO 
lnw) 0 $. It is again, a straight forward computation to show that dh = 0 and that 
evnyBn(o,W) [h] = [a”- ‘f(l)] which is different from zero since [f(l)] is. 
(iii) Suppose first 1 w 1 odd. Consider an acyclic closure of (nw @ n V, d) as in 
Lemma 1.4, 
(Aw 0 nvg T(sw) @ T(sV), D), 
and let CI E Ext,,(K, AV) be a basis (Proposition 3.1) represented by 
f: (A V @ T(sV), 0) + (A V, d ). Then the nw @ n V-morphism, 
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given by h(Q) = (- 1)1@+‘1 wf(@), h(y”(sw)@) = 0, @E T(sV), n 2 1, represents an 
element in Ext A”@ “,,,(K, /i I/ @ nw). We show now that [h] # 0: Suppose h = dg. 
Then, in view of Lemma 1.4, g = g1 + wgl, in which g1,g2:/iw@(1V@r(sw)@ 
T(s I’) + n I’, and the restrictions gi , g2 lnv B rCsVJ :/iv@ T(sV)+ /1V are AV-mor- 
phisms. Therefore, if we compute explicitly h = wf= d(g, + wg2) in n V@ T(sV) we 
have 
f= (@I1 + 91@ - Dg2, Dg1 = 0, 
with 0 as in Lemma 1.4. But by Proposition 3.1 (,4 V, d) is Gorenstein, and since, 
by degree reasons, f # gi, gi is a boundary, g1 = Dk. Hence f = D(Bk + kB - g2), 
which is a contradiction since we assumed [f] # 0. Therefore [h] is a basis of 
Ext A~ a, nw (K n I’@ nw) and evnv s, nw(Chl I= C yfU)l. Now, by hypothesis, 
evnv~Anw(Chl) Z 0. Hence evndLfl) =fU) Z 0. 
Suppose now 1 WI even. By (i), the evaluation map of the extension 
(nw @ W @ Asw, D), D(sw) = w is different from zero. Therefore, since the projec- 
tion (nw @ W@ Asw, D) --%(A V, 6) is a quism (Lemma 1.3) evnv # 0. 
Note. We are now in the condition to prove Proposition 3.1 following the same 
argument as in [9,3.2] with just a couple of slight modifications due to the arbitrary 
characteristic of the coefficient field. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. If H(nV, d) is finite-dimensional, by [9,2.1], evC,V,dJ # 0. 
For the other implication we proceed by induction on dim V. If dim V = 1, 
(AI’, d) = (/iv, 0). Then 1~1 is odd (otherwise, the non-zero element given in (4) 
[g] E Ext,, (W, ,4u) is, via Proposition 3.1, a basis, but ev,, [g] = 0), and therefore 
(Au, 0) has finite-dimensional cohomology. 
Write (AI’, d) = (A(x,, . . . , x,), d ). By Lemma 3.3(iii), ev,(,,, ,,, , “,) # 0, and there- 
fore, by induction hypothesis, dim H(n(uz, . . . , uJ, d) < co. If Iv1 1 is odd then 
H(/i(u,, . . . , II,,), d) is finite-dimensional. Suppose now Iul I even and 
dim H(n(ur, . . . , u,), d) = GO. We can assume without loosing generality that K is 
algebraically closed. Therefore, by [7, 5.21, dim H(/l(u, , , . . , u,J, d) = 00 is equivalent 
to the existence of a non-trivial DGA morphism p : (A V, d) + (W [a], 0) with Ial = 2. 
By induction hypothesis, H(/i(u,, . . , un), d) is finite-dimensional and therefore, 
p(ui) # 0. Otherwise, p induces a non-trivial morphism, p : A(uz, . . , u,) + K[a]. 
Write ~(0,) = M’ # 0, consider the extension of (/l(ui, . . . , uJ, d), 
A = (A(x,, . . . ) x,) @ A(u, w), D), Lh = 0, Dw = u1 - iuP, 
and extend p to A by p(u) = a and p(w) = 0. Next if we “redefine” u1 = u1 - M’, we 
can write A g (n(u,, a, u2, . . . , u,) 0 Aw, D), Dw = ul. By Lemma 3.3(ii), evA # 0, 
and since the projection A-% (A@, fJ2, .‘. , II.), 0) is a quism (Lemma 1.3), 
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ev,(,,.,, .,. ,DnI # 0. On the other hand, since p(ur) is now zero, p induces a non-trivial 
morphism p : A(a, u2, . . , 0,) -P H [a], p(a) = a. Observe that 
(a) u2 is a cycle, 
(b) “redefining” v2 as before, we can assume p(uZ) = 0. 
Once again, by (b), p induces a non-trivial morphism, p : A(a, us, . . . , u,) -+ K[u]. 
However, this is a contradiction, since, by Lemma 3.3(iii) and (a), ev,(,,,,, _,) # 0 
which by induction hypothesis is equivalent to dim H(A(u, uj, . . . , v,)) < co. 0 
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